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FLAMING OF SHE REGULATORY HJSEECTIOIT ACTIVITY DURING MA1JUFACT
ÜRHJG, COSTRUCTIOIT ATCD OPERATION OF THE ITALIAIT NUCLEAR PLAHTS

G . A.

After a brief review of the legal dispositions in force in
Italy, about the inspection activity, the main criteria for
the definition of the general inspection, programs and of the
annual programs.for each nuclear plant are discussed jointly
with the choice of the procedures to certify how the inspection
activity is performed. Information is provided on the alloca-
tion of the nuclear plants into different categories, depending
upon the risk due to the type of operation, and on the conse-
quent choice of the minimum number of inspections to be perfor-
med in a year's time for each category.

Apres line breve revue des dispositions en vigueur en. Italie
par rapport a l'activité des inspections, on traite le crite-
ritm pour la definition des programmes genérales et annuels
d* inspection pour chactme installation, nucléaire et pour le
choix des procedures de certification des inspections.
On dozme des informations en ce qui concerne la subdivision
des installations nueléaires entre differentes categories et
par consequent le choix du nombre minimum des inspections an-
nuelles h faire pour chacune categoric.



1. INTRODUCTION

She Italian Law that firstly established regulations
about peaceful uses of nuclear energy was issued in 1962; the
article 14 of that law empowered the Government to issue regu-
lations for the safety of plants and the protection of workers
and the population against risks arising from ionising radiations.

Hawing regard to this article, the President of the Repu
blic, on the proposition of the President of the Council of Mi-
nisters, in agreement with the concerned Ministers, having heard
the views of the Rational Committee for Nuclear Energy, signed
the decree n. 185 of. 13 t n February 1964 establishing regulations
for the safety of plants end the protection of workers and the
population.

Briefly examining this Decree, after the construction
permit is granted by the Ministry of Industry, (or the clearance
certificate for such construction as regards nuclear safety and
health protection, in the case of nuclear power plants,)article
42 first establishes the technical control of CNEN on the con-
struction of any part of the plant which has been indicated by
CHEN itself as relevant in the nuclear safety and health prote-
ction context.

This technical control obviously follows the approval
given by CHER to the design of the said parts, and, since this
approval is granted at system level rather than at component
level, it is evident that the word "construction" applies also
to the fabrication of the components in the workshop, including
later on their installation on site.

Rules and criteria for carrying out this technical con-
trol following the system approval up to the installation of
components of toe system itself, are published in a technical
guide and they are obviously based on the use of Q.A. criteria
that give a very strong support to the inspection activity.

In fact it is established that the technical control is
actuated by control points during the usual design steps and
particularly, but not only, at pretedermined hold points that
CHER puta down in the design approval.

Whenever, during the technical control activity, it is
found that the design documents listed in the Q.A. Program,
approved together with the "detailed plan", are missing, in-
complete or inadeguate to demonstrate the compliance of the:

design to the approved criteria, CHEN informs the holder of
the authorisation about the found discrepancies and the rele-
vant reasons and in the same time all the actions depending
on the result of the hold point not satisfied must he stopped
till the corrective actions are carried out.
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The following articles 44 and 45 establish the eomplian
ee on non nuclear and nuclear tests. Besides article 46, defi-
ning administrative procedures about official reports to be
prepared at the end of each test, there is article 51 relating
to the operating licence to be granted at the end of the nucle.
ar tests and subjected to an undertaking to observe the techni
cal specifications given by CHEN which is responsible for ensu
ring -their observance.

As we can see, the inspection activity of CHEN is clear
ly defined in the Decree n. 185/1964 and is particularly poin-
ted on fabrication, construction, commissioning and operation
of the nuclear plants.

2. INSPECTION TMMISd

2.1 General Program

The CNEP Safety and Badiation Protection Directorate
has the responsability to perform all the duties committed to
CITES by ¿ans and Decrees in power in the field of safety of
plants and protection of workers and the population and in
the field of the radioactive materials control.

The inspection activities in these fields are concentra
ted an one Division named Inspection Division, where . - all
the vigilance activities after the detailed plan approval and
then during fabrication, construction commissioning and opera-
ti and performed.

It «as the main effort of the Division-to set up an or-
ganisation and a number of internal rules in order to carry
out "the committed duties in the most organic and complete way.

As far as the organisation is concerned, the experience
has shown the validity of having the technical staff substan-
tially divided into two groups with different activities:

— people who have the responsability of the coordination
of the inspection activities from manufacturing df
component up to operation of the plant, and this can
be done by one person either for each plant or for a
group of plants of the same type. • These people can
call in specialists whenever particular technical pro
blems arise, that is,

— people who have special qualifications in different
areas, such as mechanical, electrical and instrumen-
tation, civil works, radiation protection, and so on.
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Another problem is that related to resident inspectors.

Inso far experience has shown that it is not necessary
to have resident inspectors during fabrication of components
in different workshops, even if in the future the opposite could
be true, in the case of a wide national program of nuclear po-
wer stations. Shis could be for instance the case of having s£
me pressure vessels manufactured at only one big national Indu
stry, really capable to do the job.

On the contrary, during construction on site and during
commissioning, - and this was done from the first power station
built in Italy up to now,- at least one inspector is present on
site and this has shown many advantages in speeding the works
up.

She inspectors are sent to the site from the beginning
of construction up to full power of the plant; of course in
the early period of construction they will be mainly speciali-
sts in civil works ««a mechanical construction, and later on in
other fields of interest according to the construction or commi£
sioning program.

Obviously all the activities performed by resident in-
spectors are carried out in the frame of inspection programs
established in advance.

More generally speaking, for each nuclear plant, the
technical control is carried cut within the frame of a "Gene-
ral Inspection Programm1* which establishes general criteria,
the main controls to be performed and their related periodici-
ty, and an "Inspection Program" giving more details about the
technical aspects of each single inspection together with an
approximate time schedule.

Obviously the Inspection Programme in prepared in line
with the criteria established in the General Inspection Program
me, as for the number and the aim of the inspections are con- ~~
cerned.

In addition to these Programmes which refer to the ordi
nary technical control, there is also an extraordinary control
which is performed outside these Inspection Programs11 and is
requested by particular reasons.

This cGjld be the case for example, to verify the ful-
filment of measures given during previous inspections or in
case of abnormal occurrences, or accident, on request of the
competent Legal Authority.



n
She technical control, either ordinary acd therefore in

serted in a fixed program, or extraordinary, ie performed by
means of linspection¿Vrtlverificationá1.

She "inspections?,performed by CHEN people having the
qualification of inspectors as stated in art. 13 of DIR n.18?/
64, are performed with the aim to ascertain, the observence of
all the regulations in the field of nuclear safety and radia-
tion protection.

In the exercise of their functions, CUM Inspectors are
officials of the Judiciary Police.

The verifications, carried out by CHEN people mainly
with-out the inspector's qualification, are performed with the
aim to obtain data and information and/or to acquire technical
elements of judgment.

In this last type of activity are framed the Q.A. veri-
fications, used to ascertain the implementation of the obliga-
tions assumed in the Q.A. Program by the construction or opera
tion permit holders.
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2.2 Manufacturing and Construction

The technical control during manufacturing and
construction is carried out in the factories of many suppliers
and on site during the systems assembly and test.

The effeort made in arranging and applying an "Inspec-
tion Program" less or more wide, depends on the component's
clays and tries to ascertain the normal development of all the
activities that, mainly technical or administratives, are
deemed relevant to the quality of the product.

Generally in performing these works the CNEN inspectors
make use of special ceck lists so that the different qualifica
tion or the different skill of each inspector can't absolutely
affect the result of the inspections.

She system adopted for the preparation of inspection
programs is that to divide, in respect to this activity, the
different components in the following two groups :

- components of systems necessary for scramming and
isolating the reactor, and whose failure or damage
could produce a significant release of radioactivity
to the enviroment;

- all other components of systems defined relevant
for safety or radiological protection.

For components of the first group, besides the normal
activity performed to verify .the correct implementation of the
Q.A. Program, the inspections are fixed in coincidence to
operations, either of manufacture or of test, considered of
particular significance for reaching an high standard of
quality.

As a minimuci, so many inspections are to be performed
as many are the procedures of fabrication and testing during
the whole process of manufacturing. ,

For the second group components, attention is paid to
tests operations only.

. During the scheduled inspections the inspectors use
to attend not only the programmed operation or test, but also
to make a series of wide verifications so that it is possible:

- to ascertain that.all the operations not witnessed
are performed in agreement with the procedures
indicated in the "Test and Inspection Plan";

- to verify that all the special forms are filled-up
in complete way and later-on filed;
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- to evaluate the proceding of the works on the basis
of all the documentation collected in the Q.A. file.

During construction on site, the controls are increased
in two special areas like the stores of the different contrac-
tors and sub-contractors and the actuation of the clean
conditions of the components.

While the attention paid to the stores seems obvious,
for the cleanliness need, I will remember that during the
installation period the constructors try always to gain time
for reducing the delays accumulated during the manufacturing
period, and then it very often happens that the installing
and assembling of very delicate components (like relays,
switches, etc.) begins before the end of the civil works.

For this reason, if we do not want to loose all the
efforts made during manufacturing to obtain wery good compo-
nents, it is necessary to pay particular attention to the
good preservation of the components installed and also to
partecipate in the planning of the installation works.

2.3 Commissioning

As it is accepted in all countries, in Italy too,
CNEN follows with great care the test period before operation
of the nuclear power plants and in agreement to the D.P.R.
18^/64, although the carrying out of the tests is the response
bility of the holder of the authorisation, CNEN follows ~"
different criteria regarding the test procedures, depending on
the type of test itself.

In fact, while the tests done immediately after
systems assembling are performed on the base of tests instruc-
tions prepared or accepted by the construction permit holder
only, the combined tests and the nuclear tests for power
increase are performed on the basis of tests instructions and
specifications discussed and approved by CNEN.

For the execution of these tests, as for the previous
period of manufacturing, CNEN prepares an Inspection Program
that defines the inspection points not only for the tests
performance but also to verify the correct application of the
technical specifications approved.
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2.4 Operation

When the satisfactory outcome of the nuclear tests is
obtained» the operating permit is granted and then CNEN sets.up
an inspection program to ascertain that the holder of the
operating permit observes the operational limits and conditions
fixed, together with the regulations contained in the D.P.R.
1.85/64.

To prepare the different inspection programs correlated
to the different peculiarities of the variuos plants and to
the importance of the rules to be followed, it was decided to
group the plants in 3 main categories:

Category A: power plants, research reactors, irradiated
fuel reprocessing plants, plants for the
preparation and fabrication of special f is
sile materials and nuclear fuels;

Category B: sub critical nuclear apparatus, special
fissile materials and nuclear fuels stores;

Category C: other plants intended for industrial pur-
poses or scientific research, containing
significant radioactive sources or for
producing ionizing radiation of significant
power.

Limiting the attention on the category A plants only,
in order to establish the control intervals and decide the to-
tal number of the recurring inspection in one year, these
plants are grouped in four different groups depending on the
power level for reactors, and on criticality risks for fabrica
tion or reprocessing plants. ""

So, in group n. 1 there are s

- reactors of m&ximum power 1MWT;

- plants for preparation and fabrication of special
fissile materials and nuclear fuel not containing
Plutonium;

in group n. 2 there are :

- reactors of power between 1 and 15MWI

- plants for the preparation and fabrication of
nuclear fuels containing plutonium;

in group-n; 3-there are :

- reactors of power between 15 and 1000MWT

- plants for irradiated fuel reprocessing;



in n. 4 there are :

- reactors of power above 1000 MWI

The main areas of verification which the inspections
are aimed to, are :

(a) Technical specifications, with the following sub-
divisions

a1 plant characteristics

a2 manual protection systems

a3 semi-automatic protection systems

a4 totally automatic protection systems

(b) records of all, phases of the operation;

(c) organisation and functions of the staff responsible
for the direction, operation and maintenance of the plant;

(d) constant attendance at the plant of key personnel;

(e) Works Advisory Council on Safety;

(f) nuclear emergency.

Por the four groups of plants of category A the month
interval beteween different verifications to be done in one
year time operation are summarised in the following table :

TABLE I

PLANT
GROUP

1
2
3
4

a1

12
12
12
12

a2

12
12
12
6

VERIFICATION

a3

12
12
8
3

a4

12
6
4
3

b

12
6
4
3

AREAS

c

12
12
8
6

d

12
6
4
3

e

12
6
4
3

f

12
6
4
3



It looks slightly different in the field of the health
protection of workers and the population.

These two tasks are attributed by law to the Ministry of
Health, even if CNEN sets up yearly a special program suitable
from one side to ascertain the accomplishment of the regulations
listed in the technical specifications and from the other to ma
ke a general evaluation of the health physics and medical super
vision of protection of workers.

In general one verification for year is deemed adeguate.

3. QEERAJPUKr REPORTS.
As explained before the technical control is performed

at fixed time intervals and so, as in other countries, it was
deemed necessary and suitable to request the holders of the
operating licence to send to CHEN operating information in an
established way, previously agreed upon.

These information are concentrated in an half-yearly
report about the general performance of the plant and in spe-
cial forms to be sent to CHEN in a case of abnormal operation
of a selected number of components.

With the half-yearly report the holder of the operating*
licence is requested to express a judgment on the operating
experience and on the maintenance problems supported by the in
formation on which the judgment is expressed.

With the information contained in the special *orms it
is possible to' decide and perform unplanned inspections and
verifications in conjunction with particular occurrences of the
plant life.

4. CONCLUSION.
Prom these short revew of the inspection activity plan-

ning it is possible to see how the CHER did the maximum effort
to rationalise the problems connected to the inspection activi
ty.

The experience till now gained in the construction and
operation side is quite extensive so we believe that just small
adjustments to the existing procedures will be done; in the field
of design, on the contrary, the procedures are still under veri
fication and it is therefore possible that some adjustments will
be made in the future.


